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Do you remember the time when
you had to build a distributed
network of resistors in your design?
Or maybe you know that a few
months ago, someone sent you a
paper about this "decomposer" that
could "decompose" a resistor into
array of series and parallel circuit.
Well, now this is no longer a
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theoretical model, but a real
practical example spreadsheet. This
is the first commercial utility that
has these kind of feature and
capacity! This includes four main
features: Build-in formulas: No need
to create loops and arrays. Just input
range and press Enter. That's it.
Decompose Single Resistor into
Series and Parallel Resistor.
(DecomposeSingleResistor): Input
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one resistor and then press Shift +
CTRL + Enter. The result will be
output as array of both series and
parallel circuit. Decompose Four-
Resistor Chain into Series and
Parallel Resistor.
(DecomposeChainOfFourResistor):
Same as DecomposeSingleResistor,
except you input 4 resistors instead.
This gives you 4 possible series and
parallel. Decompose 9-Resistor
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Chain into Series and Parallel
Resistor.
(DecomposeChainOf9Resistor): As
DecomposeChainOfFourResistor,
but you input 9 resistors. This gives
you 9 series and parallel. Resistor
Decomposer Advantages: Fast &
Easy! You will not need any loops or
arrays. You only need to input a
range and press Enter, then you will
see the result in output. Simple.
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Customizable to Your Workflow!
You can easily set what range you
want to decompose, and also easily
change the number of resistors in the
chain. Enter any type of resistors.
All sorts of resistors supported,
including regular series, parallel,
surface mount, variable, chip,
discrete and embedded resistors.
Support Multi-Column Input Range.
Decomposition is not limited to a
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column range. This is based on
column spacing, so you can also use
a single resistor in a column of any
length. Memory and Safety! You
will not lose any information from
other cells during the process. No
loops, no arrays, no copying and
pasting. All the calculation and result
is stored in the clipboard. Safe to
use. Easy to Support! This module is
an Excel Addon, so it's very easy to
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extend it. For example, you

Resistor Decomposer Addon Activation Code With Keygen [March-2022]

The DecomposeE12(R) formula
calculates a value that represents the
series/parallel combination of a
selected resistor. It decomposes the
value to a series combination and
then to a parallel combination of
each resistor. For example, if you
select a 12V resistor and enter the
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formula =DecomposeE12(A1), you
will get the following answer
=1-2-5-8. This means that the
resistor is a series combination of
1R, 2R, 5R, and 8R, in that order.
This formula can be used in the
same manner for each resistance
value. Because series and parallel
resistors are described by two
numbers, it is possible to determine
which of them is the larger in terms
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of resistance. If both numbers are
the same, it means that both resistors
have the same resistance. To find the
parallel combination of a resistor
value, two numbers are needed. The
first is the number of parallel
resistors needed, and the second is
the smallest of the resistances. For
example: =DecomposeE24(A1:A5)
To find the smallest of the
resistances in a series, you only need
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the value of the first number (A3 is
the smallest because 2 is smaller
than 5). =MIN(A3:A5) This formula
in the array component enables you
to find the series/parallel
combination of any number of
resistors. If you wish to get the value
of a series or parallel combination of
N resistors, then the formula =Deco
mposeE12(A1)+DecomposeE12(A2
)+...+DecomposeE12(AN) will be
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useful. Select a range of resistor
values to decompose, drag the
formula to the side of the
spreadsheet. You should notice that
the result of the formula is an array,
meaning that if you select multiple
rows of resistor values, then the
result would be a 1D array of
numbers. To find the total resistance
of the series/parallel combination of
N resistors, use the formula =Sum(D
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ecomposeE12(A1)+DecomposeE12(
A2)+...+DecomposeE12(AN)) If
you select multiple rows of resistor
values, then the result would be an
array of a 1D array of numbers.
Example: If you select a 100V
resistor and enter the formula
=DecomposeE12(A1), 09e8f5149f
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If you have a function that you want
to use in multiple cells, a better
solution is to create a worksheet
button instead of using a UDF or
VBA function. A button is good
because it's usually fast to create and
worksheet buttons can be deleted
and re-added. Put your function in a
cell and type =Button(cell, function)
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in the formula bar. This causes Excel
to turn the cell into a button and
creates a button in the worksheet.
Right-click on the button and select
the menu Unhide and delete it.
Voila! In this way, you can create a
button with your function and delete
or re-add it as many times as you
like. If your function includes a
parameter, type it in as a range, like
=Button(cell, function(A). Then,
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drag the range to the button to make
it select the parameter automatically.
This video shows how to create a
button with your function in Excel
2013: Step by step: Open Excel and
put your function in a cell. I'll use
this function in cell B2: =RAND()
Click in cell B2 and type
=Button(cell, function) in the
formula bar. Press Shift+Ctrl+Enter.
This will turn B2 into a button. Right-
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click on the button and select the
menu Unhide and delete it. Now the
button is gone. Click in cell B2 and
type =Button(cell, function(R) to
select the parameter R. Drag the
range to the button to make it select
the parameter automatically. And
that's it. Thanks for using this
tutorial. If you enjoyed it, please
share it with others. And if you have
any comments or questions, contact
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me. 4. Resistor Decomposer Addon
Developers License The
ProductBuilder plugin is provided
free of charge for non-commercial
use by Microsoft Corporation. This
software may not be copied, altered
or re-posted to any other server,
computer or database. The
technology used for this is licensed
under the following licenses: License
3.0 (Unrestricted Use) - This license
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covers the use of the ProductBuilder
technology in both free and
commercial applications.
Specifically, the use of the
ProductBuilder technology is
covered as follows: Only for use by
individuals and internal groups of
individuals. Only

What's New in the?

This Excel Addon is a tool to
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decompose (decompose in series,
compute in parallel) a 4 column
wide range of resistance values into
a 1-4 row high array of the
resistance values in each row. It will
help you calculate a resistors
series/parallel combination using the
rule of thumb: divide the resistance
by the number of series resistors.
this means that for 12-4-4-1 series to
obtain 12 Ω, each resistor has to be,
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R = 12/5 = 2.4 Ω. The addon
supports to decompose multiple
ranges (with four columns width and
as many rows high), or using a cell
reference in the formula or in the
input range, that contains the
resistances (for example, in a
formula: =DecomposeE12(A1:G1)
will decompose the range A1:G1 and
return the array 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8,
9, 10, 11, 12). These formula have 3
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parameters: Columns width of the
range. Rows height. Resistors value.
the addon will calculate the array for
each row. If more columns and rows
are needed, simply add them using
the cell references. The addon can
also be used for DIP plug/DIL plug
resistors testing, the resistances are
inserted directly in the cells and the
addon will automatically calculate
the combination of resistors. This
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addon is updated monthly and
contains the last, most recent rules of
thumb and latest cases found during
research. 1. How to install it? Open
the Add-Ins Manager, select
File->Add/Remove Add-ins. Click
Browse and find your Addins
archive. Select
ResistanceDecomposer and click
Add. 2. Resistor Decomposer Help
For a description of the parameters
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and functions see the help document.
3. How to use it in Excel? Open any
range of value in four columns, 1-4
rows high (or you can use a cell
reference with four columns and as
many rows). Select the four columns
in any order in the table above and
enter in the formula bar
=DecomposeE24(A1:G1) and press
SHIFT+CTRL+ENTER. The addon
returns the array of
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System Requirements For Resistor Decomposer Addon:

Minimum: OS: Windows XP SP3,
Windows Vista SP2, Windows 7
SP1, Windows 8.1 Windows Vista
SP2, Windows 7 SP1, Windows 8.1
Processor: Intel Pentium 4 2.0GHz
or AMD Athlon 2.6GHz or higher
Intel Pentium 4 2.0GHz or AMD
Athlon 2.6GHz or higher RAM: 1
GB RAM Recommended: Windows
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